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Covering Scientific Research
in Dutch Newspapers
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A content analysis of scientific news coverage in Dutch newspapers was conducted and supple-
mented with interviews with ten news editors and science journalists. In a total of ninety-six edi-
tions of the newspapers, we found 624 reports about scientific research. The content analysis
focuses on the actual reporting of background and methodological aspects of the research cov-
ered. Contrary to expectations, quality papers and science sections in general did not supply
more or better information on these aspects. The interviews revealed that reporting on scientific
research means avoidance of complex information, even in the science section. Since most
social-scientific research is reported in the news part of the paper, it generally lacks a critical
approach to conceptual and statistical formulations.
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Because of their vast reach,mass media are important sources for news about
science and technology. Furthermore, the daily newspaper is the main source
of news on scientific research and technological developments for the gen-
eral public (Becker, Schnabel, and Bouman 2000). This kind of news can be
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found in separate science pages and increasingly in regular news pages
(Esmeijer 1999; Hanssen 1991; Hanssen and Willems 1992), especially
science-related topics like environmental pollution and biotechnology (Caljé
2001; Gunter, Kinderlerer, and Beyleveld 1999; Gutteling et al. 1991; Hornig
Priest 1994). Thus, both journalists specialized in science reporting and gen-
eral editors are faced with the task of translating scientific information into an
appealing story. However, most research reports are very detailed and replete
with scientific jargon, while reporters and editors have but limited time and
space at their disposal (cf. Gunter et al. 1999; Postgate 1995). As a further
complication, results of scientific research are essentially bound to theoreti-
cal perspectives, methods, conditions, and ranges of uncertainty. Without a
clear assessment of these methodological aspects, the relevance of research
outcomes is unclear. This raises the question of how journalists handle the
problem of reporting on research outcomes in their methodological context.

With support from the Dutch Science and Technology Foundation
(Stichting WeTeN), we investigated how newspapers inform the public about
scientific research. Content analysis of newspaper reports about scientific
research is typically concentrated on topics such as the nature and frequency
of news reports (e.g., Bader 1990; Bauer et al. 1995; Hansen and Dickinson
1992), the way in which specific topics were reported (e.g., Burkett 1986;
Caljé 2001; Gutteling 1997; Hornig Priest 1994), and the evaluation of the
quality of newspaper reports in terms of errors in specialized, mostly statisti-
cal information (e.g., Ankney, Heilman, and Kolff 1996; Lichter and
Amundson 1996; Tankard and Ryan 1974).

Our study relates to reporting about the broader aspects of scientific
research. Specifically, we sought to survey newspaper coverage of scientific
researchin Dutch newspapers andto explore the ways in which newspaper
reports handle research related topics such as background, methods, ranges
of uncertainty, and the probable benefits and/or risks the research outcomes
may imply.

One study relevant to our research examined reporting about opinion
polls. De Boer (1995) found that attention for specific methodological
aspects (like population and sample size) was scarce and that technical as-
pects of opinion polls such as sampling technique, nonresponse, and sample
bias were rarely mentioned. Furthermore, De Boer found that there are
hardly any differences among newspapers on these topics. Is this lack of
interest in methodological aspects of scientific research specific to reporting
on the social sciences, or is it a characteristic of newspaper reporting on sci-
entific research in general? To answer this question, we investigated journal-
istic attention to background and methodological aspects of scientific
research reported in newspaper stories, with special interest in potential
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differences between the general news sections of the papers and the special-
ized pages or supplements.

The main research questions are:

• How much attention do newspapers pay to (semi-)scientific research?
• Which scientific discipline dominates the coverage of scientific research?
• How are methodological aspects of the research reported (journalistic presen-

tation)?
• How much attention is given to uncertainty aspects such as statistics, chance,

and risk?
• What are the differences between general news sections and specialized sci-

ence sections?

Method

We started with an exploratory analysis to develop an instrument we then
applied in a systematic content analysis of eight newspapers. In a third step,
we interviewed ten reporters and editors about our results.

First, to explore the ways in which scientific research is reported and how
terms likechance(“kans”) andrisk (“risico”) are used in newspapers, we
examined five (January 24-28, 2000) editions of a regional (De Gelder-
lander) and a national (de Volkskrant) Dutch newspaper. We found that
empirical research is mentioned either as aprimary news fact, in terms of
research findings or based on an interview with a researcher, or asa second-
ary news fact(e.g., in a report on a political discussion concerning early
release of delinquents, an American study on recidivism is mentioned).
Moreover, we found that the scientific status of the research mentioned was
not always made clear (see also Gregory and Miller 1998, 118; Weigold
2001, 165). Therefore, we also included reports on semi-scientific research,
in short, the work of academic professionals, but we excluded reports on
diagnostic investigations of the medical profession, juridical and police
inquiries, parliamentary inquiries, and inspections from educational or
health departments.

We also found that words such aschance(“kans”) andrisk (“risico”) take
on many meanings in newspapers. Sometimeschance(“kans”) refers to a
possibility (there is a chance that extension of healthcare attracts more for-
eigners), a promise (faster computers offer plenty of chances for the future),
or an expected frequency (for every point higher on IQ, the chance of kissing
lowers 2.5 percent). Risk(“Risico”) is used to refer to a danger or drawback
(the risks for the working of the brain), to the chance that a danger may occur
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(Mediterranean diet lowers the risk of rheumatoid arthritis), or to responsi-
bility or accountability (all car-droppers first had to sign a declaration that
they made the fall at their own risk).

As to statistical reasoning in news reports, we found that statistics some-
times appear in verbal terms (there is a strong statistical relationship between
the number of cardiac deaths and the number of emergency admissions for
alcoholic intoxication), sometimes in terms of numbers (every year tons of
litter is found on the beaches), or simple statisticalmeasures like mean, share,
or percentage (73 percent of the Limburgers don’t practice carnival). More
sophisticated statistical terms likesignificanceor measures of statistical
relationshipswere not found in the exploratory data; furthermore, in several
reports on scientific research, no statistical terms were mentioned at all.

The exploratory phase resulted in an instrument for systematic content
analysis with the following parts (see the appendix for a more elaborated
overview of the coding frame):

— Identification features: background characteristics of the news report such as
newspaper title, weekday, month, location in the paper, and size of the news
report.

— Journalistic features: characteristics that refer to the journalistic process such
as genre, primary or secondary status of the research as news fact, use of illus-
trations and substantive characteristics of the headline(s): the mention ofre-
searchor a research-related term, and second, the mention ofchanceor riskor
related terms in the headline.

— Research information: characteristics of the research reported in the news
item. We recorded the mentioning of researchers, of the research report, geo-
graphical origin of the research, academic discipline, university research or
other, and sources mentioned in the news report.

— Uncertainty aspects: content characteristics referring to statistics and to
themes related to concepts of chance, risk, and benefits.

Sampling Strategy

Since our objective was to obtain a clear image of the ways newspapers
report on (semi)scientific research, we selected five national and three
regional newspapers in the Netherlands. The national newspapers (Algemeen
Dagblad, De Telegraaf, NRC Handelsblad, Trouw, andde Volkskrant) cover
virtually the whole segment of national newspapers. Dutch regional papers
concentrate on regional news but also contain several pages of interna-
tional and national news. We therefore selected regional newspapers as a
comparison group for the national newspapers and chose regional news-
papers (Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant, andDe
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Gelderlander) from different publishing companies, from different geo-
graphical parts of the Netherlands, and with different circulation sizes.1

The research sample was based on principles used in media research (cf.
Krippendorff 1980). Studies like Stempel (1981) and Riffe, Aust, and Lacy
(1993) show that a qualitatively good newspaper sample should be based on
at least twelve editions, where each day of the week is represented propor-
tionally. Apparently, the principles of news production work in such ways
that a relatively small sample may yield a representative outcome for the
news reporting of a paper (cf. Wester 1995, 80). Accordingly, from each
newspaper, we selected twelve issues. Moreover, we wanted the eight (news-
papers) by twelve issues to cover a continuous period of sixteen weeks (Janu-
ary 24 to May 13, 2000). On random grounds we selected for Monday 14,
2001,De Gelderlander; from the remaining seven papers, we selectedNRC
for the next Monday, and so on. This resulted in a sequence of newspaper
titles for Mondays, with every title being represented with two Mondays. The
same procedure was followed for Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and so on. In this
way, every newspaper title is represented by two artificial weeks.

All editorial pages from the selected newspapers were searched for news
reports on research, with the exception of genres usually not considered news
reports such as letters to the editor, columns, and editorials. Relevant news
items were marked so that they were easy to identify by the coders who
recorded the data from these items. Three coders (students in communication
science) were trained to apply the coding instrument and subsequently coded
a roughly equal share of the selected news reports. Most of the items in the
coding instrument produced no coding differences during the reliability
check, eleven items were coded with good or acceptable agreement, and
three items had to be adapted.2

In the third step, we interviewed ten journalists from different national and
local newspapers, all with experience in general news editing and/or editing
science pages, in order to get a clear picture of the mechanisms at work
behind the results of the content analysis. The interviews were focused on the
handling of jargon and technical aspects of general news items and on the
editing of specific news from the sciences, for both general news pages and
science pages of the newspaper.

Results

Earlier, Hanssen and Willems (1992) and Bader (1990) had found an
increase in attention for science in newspapers during the 1980s, which can
be related to the introduction of specific pages and sections devoted to
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science news (also De Boer 1995). The situation for Dutch newspapers
changed in the 1990s because mergers decreased the number of newspaper
titles, while daily editions were augmented with one or more (weekly) sup-
plements. These changes might have consequences for the number of reports
dedicated to science and research (Bader 1990) as well as the kind of report-
ing (reports, interviews, background articles, news pages, or specialized sup-
plements). Newspapers also may differ in the size or genre of news reports
about different academic disciplines. In addition to Hanssen (1991) and
Hanssen and Willems (1992), we are interested in the consequences of these
changes, for instance for the frequency and modes of reporting about the
background and methods of the reported studies. As we noted before,
research reports contain detailed and specialized information, which are not
easily translated into newspaper style that is confined by limited space. These
conditions may imply that journalists choose to leave out information about
the background and methodology of the research (see Lichter and Amundson
1996).

Attention

As to the question of frequency of news reports on research outcomes in
the daily news, we found 624 reports containing some information about
research in ninety-six newspaper editions.3 This stands for a mean of 6.5
news reports per edition (see Table 1), a clear increase compared with the
mean of 3.5 found in 1990 (Hansen 1991), partly due to the larger number of
supplements per issue. It is also more than Bader (1990) and Pellechia (1997)
found for the U.S. press (about 3.7), although both used a more restricted def-
inition of science. If we want to compare our results with Bader’s (1990), we
have to ignore the cultural sciences. However, the resulting mean of 5.9 in our
sample is still more than Bader found for the U.S. press. Pellechia (1997)
used an even more restricted definition of science: natural sciences, technol-
ogy, engineering, and medicine. Following this definition we find in our
sample only 2.3 articles per edition.

AsNRC Handelsblad, de Volkskrant, andTrouware generally regarded as
quality papers, andAlgemeen DagbladandDe Telegraafas more popular
(but not in the sense of English or German tabloids), we found a clear declin-
ing scale of attention to news reports about research between quality papers
(7.5), popular papers (6.1), and regional papers (5.5), withDe Gelderlander
(a regional paper) as an exception to this rule.

A science section or science supplement is, of course, the place par excel-
lence to report on research. Nevertheless, Dutch newspapers have quite dif-
ferent editorial policies toward science sections and supplements.De
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VolkskrantandNRC Handelsbladfeature a science section of four to five edi-
torial pages every week, whileTrouw, De GelderlanderandPZChave only a
one-half to one-page section every week.Nieuwsblad van het Noordenand
Algemeen Dagbladdo not feature a science section at all.

The main part of news reports about research appears more commonly in
the regular news sections than in science sections. Front pages contain 6 per-
cent of the reports, page 3 (the page with mainly important domestic news)
contains 11 percent of the reports, and other news pages together contain 46
percent. If we add 4 percent from the regional news pages of the regional
papers, we finda total of 67 percent of all news reports on research presented
on news pages(see Table 1). The rest, 33 percent, of the news reports are
found in special sections, 11 percent of which are science sections. In fact, it
is the science section that makes the quality paper score relatively higher in
number of news reports (chi-square significant at the 0.05 level).

We differentiated the size of the report in three categories. Small reports
are reports of three paragraphs or less. Large reports are items larger than
one-fourth of a newspaper page. The rest is categorized as middle. Table 2
shows the distribution of small, middle, and large reports as defined above by
kind of newspaper. The quality papers not only contain the largest number of
reports, but they also use a relatively large number of large reports. Regional
papers contain more small reports and a small number of large reports as
well. Large reports appear more in supplements (50 percent) and regular
news sections (30 percent) than in science sections.
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TABLE 1
News Reports on Research per Section of the Newspaper

News % Science % Other % n

Quality
NRC Handelsblad 49 24 27 106
Volkskrant 63 23 14 84
Trouw 73 12 15 85

Popular
Algemeen Dagblada 57 43 74
Telegraaf 67 10 23 73

Regional
Gelderlander 71 6 23 83
PZC 93 0 7 67
Nieuwsblad v/h Noordena 76 24 50

Total 67 11 22 622

NOTE: News = news pages; Science = science section; Other = other supplements.
a.Algemeen DagbladandNieuwsblad van het Noordenhave no science section.



NRC Handelsblad, the paper with the largest number of reports, includes a
relatively high number of large reports, mostly in supplements (see Table 2).
While the regular news sections of all papers are by far the most important
location for science news, for regional and popular papers, the science pages
seem to be of even less importance than other supplements.

Research Background and Discipline

To answer the second question, whether there is any variation in the kind
of research presented in the newspapers, we distinguished between several
science domains and identified the origin of the research. We borrowed a
classification of science domains from Hanssen (1991), who distinguished
six domains: humanities (literature, history, philosophy, theology, and law),
social sciences (sociology, psychology, policy sciences, economy, communi-
cation studies), natural sciences (physics, mathematics, chemistry, biology,
agricultural science), medical sciences (medicine, health sciences, pharma-
cology), technical sciences (civil engineering, materials science, electrical
engineering), and environmental sciences.

Table 3 shows that social sciences form the largest domain, with a mean of
56 percent of the news reports for all papers. The quality papers present
more news from the humanities than do popular or regional papers, which
report more on medical research (α < 0.05). TheVolkskrantpays rela-
tively little attention to medical research (9 percent), especially compared
with Algemeen DagbladandDe Gelderlander(26 percent and 27 percent,
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TABLE 2
Size of Reports on Research Outcomes per Newspaper

Small % Middle % Large % n

Quality
NRC Handelsblad 25 47 28 106
Volkskrant 24 50 26 86
Trouw 28 55 17 85

Popular
Algemeen Dagblad 46 45 10 74
Telegraaf 14 77 10 73

Regional
Gelderlander 42 47 11 83
PZC 28 64 8 67
Nieuwsblad v/h Noorden 44 52 4 50

Total 31 54 15 624



respectively). The relatively high score of these papers is related to their
weekly supplements devoted to health and medical topics.

Our results on the distribution of the news reports per science domain
(Table 3 total row) differ strongly from Hanssen (1991): humanities, 14 per-
cent; social, 20 percent; physical, 20 percent; medical, 25 percent; technical,
12 percent; and environmental, 10 percent. This difference is caused primar-
ily by different criteria used to select news reports. If research with only a
university backgroundis compared, our distribution resembles Hanssen’s
more closely: humanities, 12 percent; social, 29 percent; physical, 21 per-
cent; medical, 32 percent; technical, 3 percent; and environmental, 4 percent.
The two last domains, however, receive less attention than they did a decade
ago. The reports on extra-university research mainly originate from social
research (73 percent), for example, opinion polls.

The distribution per science domain we found seems to differ strongly
from what Hansen and Dickinson (1992) report for British media. They men-
tion the domination of health/medicine (34.9 percent), followed by the social
sciences (15.1 percent). Bauer (1998) also mentions the domination of bio-
medical news in the British press (25 percent in the quality press, 60 percent
in the popular press). Since Hansen and Dickinson as well as Bauer included
all kinds of news stories, while we selected only reports ofresearchin the sci-
ence domains, these figures can hardly be compared.

In terms of the natural sciences, we already mentioned Pellechia (1997),
who found a mean of 3.7 reports in U.S. newspapers (compared with 2.3 in
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TABLE 3
Research Reports per Science Domain and Newspaper

Hum. % Soc. % Phys. % Med. % Tech. % Env. %n

Quality
NRC Handelsblad 12 55 14 12 3 5 104
Volkskrant 14 58 13 9 5 1 86
Trouw 12 52 17 12 5 2 84

Popular
Algemeen Dagblad 3 61 5 26 4 1 74
Telegraaf 4 58 11 19 7 1 73

Regional
Gelderlander 5 49 17 27 1 1 83
PZC 3 61 10 15 6 5 67
Nieuwsblad v/h Noorden 8 54 16 22 0 0 50

Total 8 56 13 17 4 2 621

NOTE: Hum. = humanities; Soc. = social science; Phys. = physical science; Med. = medical sci-
ence; Env. = environmental science.



our sample), but again, she counted all reports and did not focus on reports of
research in these domains. However, if we consider Bader’s (1990) results on
U.S. media, it seems fair to conclude that compared to U.S. media, Dutch
media give relatively more attention to reports on research from the social
sciences, and British media have a preference for the biomedical sciences.
U.S. media, in turn, pay relatively more attention to the natural sciences.

In our sample, the geographical origin of the reported research is mainly
domestic: 65 percent is Dutch, 13 percent is European, and 9 percent origi-
nates from the United States. Strictly speaking, origin may also refer to the
organization that carried out the research. Thus, it may concern research
from universities or university research centers, or it may concern a national
scientific research center, or smaller research institutes related to government
organizations or private research centers. Because an exhaustive list of all
scientific research institutes (national or abroad) was unavailable, we
focused on the mentioning of a university in the report (see Table 4).

From Table 4 we learn that onlyDe Gelderlanderis quite specific in men-
tioning the origin of the research. In general, for one out of five reports, the
organizational origin of the research isunclear, and quality papers as a group
score less than popular or regional papers (α < 0.05).

Journalistic Presentation

According to our criteria, the ninety-six newspaper issues produced 624
news reports on research, 85 percent of which featured the research as a
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TABLE 4
Research Origin

University % Nonuniversity % Both % Unclear % n

Quality
NRC Handelsblad 28 43 2 27 106
Volkskrant 28 59 1 12 86
Trouw 15 53 1 31 85

Popular
Algemeen Dagblad 24 55 1 19 74
Telegraaf 25 58 0 17 72

Regional
Gelderlander 46 49 0 5 83
PZC 15 66 2 18 67
Nieuwsblad v/h Noorden 28 52 0 20 50

Total 27 54 1 19 623

NOTE: Both = university and other organization are mentioned.



primary news fact. The greater part of the reports concerned articles (62 per-
cent) or short news reports (31 percent), in addition to interviews (4 percent)
and book reviews (3 percent). In most cases (85 percent), a researcher or a
research institute is mentioned, and in some cases (6 percent), only the
nationality of the researchers is mentioned (“Scottish scientists found
evidence for . . .”).

As the source of their reports, newspapers do not routinely refer to publi-
cations: in 61 percent of the cases, the source isunknown; the rest refer to a
book (10 percent), report (13 percent), or article (15 percent). In cases of uni-
versity research, the source mentioned most often is book (29 percent) or arti-
cle (27 percent), while 40 percent of the sources remain unknown.

Besides information on researchers, research institutes, or publications,
journalists contextualize research outcomes by interviewing researchers for
additional information or comment and use quotations in the news report. We
included paraphrasing and quoting researchers in our content-analysis
instrument, but the coding results turned out to be unreliable. The instruc-
tions in this respect were that researchers had actually beeninterviewed,
apart from references, paraphrases, or citations fromthe research report. In
most news reports, however, it remained unclear whether it concerned a cita-
tion or a paraphrase from a research publication or whether the researcher
actually had been interviewed. Although we do not have reliable data on
additional interviewing, the result is quite clear: the journalistic practice of
paraphrasing and quoting is, to put it mildly, rather confusing (see also
Rennen 2000). Secondary sources (i.e., sources other than researchers) are
mentioned in one of three reports in terms of social actors or groups (30
percent) and other researchers (4 percent).

About 28 percent of the reports have some kind of illustration (Bader,
1990, finds 27.5 percent for the United States). In most cases, the illustration
is a photo (70 percent); only 3 percent of the reports are illustrated with a
graph or a table containing statistical information.

We defined an index of six items of information on the research.4 The
mean score for all news reports is 2.6 (on a range from 0-6). If we ignore
Trouw that scores less (mean = 2.2;α < 0.05), quality papers do not score
higher than other papers.

Statistics and Uncertainty Aspects
of Research Outcomes

Generally speaking, research outcomes take on meaning in relation to
assumptions, methods, and research conditions. Moreover, in many cases,
research outcomes will be products of counting and measurement, and the
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results might be presented in statistical terms. As a consequence, researchers
often discuss research outcomes and their significance in terms of special-
ized jargon such as uncertainty margins. In other words, from a methodologi-
cal viewpoint, the discussion of statistical or uncertainty aspects in any news
report could be necessary to understand the meaning of research findings.
Unfortunately, these subjects are difficult to handle for science writers or
journalists who lack space and seek to render the research accessible for the
public. To what does this lead in the news reports on research we analyzed?

First, statistical information as such is rather common in the papers in
terms of numerical overviews of sports results, weather reports, or business.
Second, statistical information in terms of means, percentages, modes, or
proportions (one out of three . . .) is rather common in newspapers. These
kinds of simple statistical terms can be found in about half of the news reports
on research (53 percent).

Besides these simple statistical terms, there are more sophisticated statis-
tical terms such as significance, correlation, standard error, measurement
error, and reliability level. The meaning of these terms is not common, and
their appearance in news reports may well need explanation or clarification.
We expect these terms to be used frequently in research reports, but are they
as common in news reports on research? The answer is no.

In the 624 reports on research, we found only three instances in which
these terms were used:

• NRC Handelsblad, Saturday, March 25, 2000, section Economy, in an article
on research under young academics, it says, “These numbers are not very reli-
able any more.”

• NRC Handelsblad, Saturday, March 25, 2000, section Science and Education,
in an article on research on the cultural aspects of self-confidence, “The mean
score on self-esteem questionnaires is strongly correlated with participation in
Western Culture.”

• NRC Handelsblad, Thursday, February 10, 2000, section Profile, in an article
on research on street violence using data of police reports from police districts
Rotterdam-Rijnmond and IJsselland, it says, “According to the researchers, the
combination of these two regions—one from urban Holland and one rural—
leads to a rather representative picture for the Netherlands as a whole.”

In our view, these three cases are not even examples of difficult or special-
ized statistical reasoning. Our conclusion therefore is that statistical terms
and measurements only sporadically appear in news reports on research. The
results of scientific research are commonly conditioned by margins of uncer-
tainty. In addition, research very often concerns phenomena (diseases, dan-
gers) of which the appearance is rather “iffy” and can only be expressed in
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terms of chance. In how many news reports on research does some kind of
calculation of probability occur? The answer again is simple: seldom. In only
twenty cases (3 percent of the news reports) is probability reasoning of some
kind found.

Next, we investigated the mentioning of risks and dangers or promises and
benefits related to research outcomes (see also Bauer 1998). In 12 percent of
the reports in our sample, risk or danger is mentioned in some way; in 15 per-
cent of the reports promises or benefits were named. The newspapers differ
strongly on these topics.Algemeen Dagbladspecializes in dangers (25 per-
cent of the reports), whileNRC HandelsbladandDe Telegraafrelatively
often mention new possibilities (24 percent and 23 percent, respectively) and
thus tend to take a more positive stance. In comparison, Bauer found in the
British press 25 percent of the stories were about risk and mentioned that the
percentage of benefit stories is declining.

Reporting in the Science Sections

After providing the general picture above on several aspects of news
reporting on research, we now focus on our last research question: whether
there are differences in reporting in the science sections compared with other
parts of the newspaper. The ten science supplements or science sections in
our sample contain sixty-six reports on research. As mentioned earlier, we
found many more reports in other supplements (131 reports) and in regular
news sections (423 reports). What differences can be found between science
sections and other parts of the newspaper with respect to academic discipline
of the research? Hanssen and Willems (1992) found that the natural sciences
dominated the science sections in 1990 and that they were hardly reported on
in other sections. Table 5 shows our results on the distribution for 2000.

The distribution in Table 5 replicates the general picture of Hanssen and
Willems (1992). In the science sections, the natural sciences dominate the
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TABLE 5
Distribution of Research Reports to

Academic Domains per Newspaper Section

Hum. % Soc. % Phys. % Med. % Tech. % Env. %n

News sections 7 63 10 16 3 3 416
Science sections 2 12 52 21 11 3 66
Other supplements 15 57 5 19 4 0 137
Total 8 56 13 17 4 2 619

NOTE: Hum. = humanities; Soc. = social science; Phys. = physical science; Med. = medical sci-
ence; Env. = environmental science.



research reports (α < 0.05); in the regular news sections as well as in other
(than science) supplements, research reports on the natural sciences are still
hard to find. For research from the social sciences, the picture is the other way
around: social sciences dominate the news sections and supplements other
than science sections, but in science sections, research from the social sci-
ences receives less attention (α < 0.05 percent). Furthermore, Table 5 shows
that reports on technical research or environmental research attract only a
small amount of attention in all sections of Dutch newspapers.

As in the rest of the newspaper, research in 85 percent of the news reports
in science sections is presented as a primary news fact. But, in contrast to the
rest of the paper, 55 percent of the reports in science sections concern univer-
sity research (see Table 6), and most remarkably, for 32 percent of the
reports, the origins areunclear(α < 0.05). Moreover, in the science sections,
many more reports lack clear references to researchers or research institu-
tions (α < 0.05). The science sections, in particular, contain a number of
small reports that merely mention the nationality of the researchers (see
Table 7).

Accordingly, science sections do not differ from other newspaper sections
with respect to accuracy of reporting research. This may be explained by a
relatively large number of small reports in these sections and, consequently,
the lack of space for specific information about this research. In Table 8,
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TABLE 6
Institutional Background of Research per Newspaper Section

University % Nonuniversity % Both % Unknown % Total

News section 20 63 1 16 416
Science section 49 17 3 32 66
Other supplements 35 45 1 19 139
Total 26 54 1 19 621

TABLE 7
Mentioning of Researchers or Research Institution

or Nationality per Newspaper Section

Research/Institution % Nationality % No Information %n

News section 86 4 10 416
Science section 70 24 6 66
Other supplements 89 3 8 139
Total 85 6 9 621



a comparison with news sections shows that science sections and other sup-
plements contain relatively more large reports, while the number of small
reports does not differ much from other sections.

As mentioned above, 75 percent of the reports in science sections concern
reports on natural or medical research. Does this lead to more information
about the research compared with other sections of the newspaper? As the
news sections contain relatively more middle-sized reports and the science
sections contain relatively more large articles or interviews, compared with
news sections, we expect to find more information on the research in the
science sections.

First, we found that science sections differ from other newspaper sections
in the type of research publication that is mentioned (see Table 9). In the sci-
ence sections, 70 percent of the reports mention a research publication, typi-
cally articles from scientific journals. In the regular news section of the
papers, however, 70 percent of the reports lack information on the research
publication. In more than half of the reports in other (than science) supple-
ments, this information is absent, but we find more research reported from
books in these sections (α < 0.05), mostly discussing research from the
humanities (46 percent).

As the greater part of the reports in the science sections refer to the natural
sciences or medical research (see Table 5), which is mainly published in
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TABLE 8
Size of Reports per Newspaper Section

Small % Middle % Large % n

News section 31 63 7 417
Science section 27 42 30 66
Other supplements 32 33 35 139
Total 31 54 15 622

TABLE 9
Mentioning of Research Publication per Newspaper Section

Book Report Article No Publication Unknown
% % % % % n

News section 5 15 9 1 70 417
Science section 8 3 59 0 30 66
Other supplements 27 12 12 0 50 139
Total 10 13 15 1 61 622



journals (see Table 9), we may expect that the research origin is different for
the different newspaper sections. In Table 10, the geographical origin of the
research is singled out.

The science sections are indeed different from other sections of the news-
papers in reporting on research from countries other than the Netherlands
(α < 0.05). Because information in science sections mostly originates from
scientific journals, we may conclude that reports in the science sections are
produced by journalistswho actively monitorthese sources. Does this also
mean that science sections are more attentive to interviews with secondary
sources such as experts, who may comment on the relevance of the out-
comes? This appears not to be the case; other researchers are seldom (5 per-
cent) consulted (as in the other sections of the newspaper), and social groups
or organizations are mentioned even less (7 percent) than in other sections
(30 percent). Science sections do not score higher on the information index
than other sections of the newspapers; in particular, reports on the physical
sciences score lower (2.3) than reports from other domains.

Next, we investigated whether reports in science sections use more statis-
tical terms and more often consider possibilities and consequences of the
research for humankind and society in general than do reports in other sec-
tions. Contrary to expectations, we learn from Table 11 that statistical terms
are used to alesserextent (α < 0.05) in reports published in the science sec-
tions than in reports in other sections of the newspaper. This can be explained
by the kind of research that is published in the particular section, as discussed
above. Even if statistical terms are mentioned in reports, it usually concerns
simple statistical measures used to describe results ofsocial scientific
research, which are reported in the news sections of the papers.

Finally, the science sections are not different in mentioning risks or
dangers related to research outcomes (all sections about 11 percent). But they
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TABLE 10
Geographical Origin of the

Reported Research per Newspaper Section

Neth. % Europe % USA % Elsew. % Int. % Not M. %n

News section 71 12 6 3 2 6 416
Science section 26 26 24 6 12 6 66
Other supplements 66 9 10 1 1 12 138
Total 65 13 9 3 3 7 620

NOTE: Neth. = research from the Netherlands; Elsew. = other countries in the world; Int. =
international cooperation (more than one country involved); Not M. = no mention of geograph-
ical origin.



are different in that one out of three of the reports in the science sections con-
siders promises and new possibilities in relation to research outcomes, about
twice as much as in other newspaper sections (16 percent;α < 0.05).

Discussion

The media, and especially newspapers, are the main source of informa-
tion for the general public about results from scientific research (Becker,
Schnabel, and Bouman 2000). As such, media may contribute substantially
to societal debates and discussions on possibilities and consequences of sci-
entific and technological knowledge. In their contributions to these discus-
sions, it is important that media succeed in translating relevant scientific and
technological information into a clear and understandable story for their
readers, listeners, or viewers. This often is a difficult task to accomplish
because the results of scientific research are confined by problem statements,
theoretical assumptions, research methods, and field conditions. Therefore,
researchers are inclined to wrap up results—and certainly the interpretation
of the research outcomes—in “ifs” and “yets” (cf. Gregory and Miller 1998).
Moreover, results from scientific projects are, by nature, often contradictory
and researchers often disagree on positive or negative consequences of
knowledge applications. Whereas research funders and the public expect cer-
tainty from scientific research, the results of scientific research are by nature
presented in terms of gradations of uncertainty. Any journalist, who intends
to report on the relevancy of research outcomes is therefore faced with the
practical problem of integrating methodological information in a news story.
How do journalists cope with the problem of providing this methodological
information?

From our content analysis, we learned that most of the reports on scientific
research (67 percent) appear in the news sections of the papers. More than
half of the news reports on scientific research concern social sciences in the
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TABLE 11
Use of Statistical Terms in Reports per Section of the Newspaper

Statistical Terms % No Statistical Terms % n

News section 57 44 409
Science section 32 68 66
Other supplements 53 47 136
Total 53 47 611



news sections of the papers; the science sections are dominated by reports on
the natural sciences and medical research. In the news reports, information
on methodological aspects of the research is usually rather limited. Research-
ers or research institutes are often mentioned, but in 60 percent of the reports
in the news section, a reference to a research report is absent. In the science
section, the situation is more advantageous: two-thirds of the reports are
based on an article from a scientific journal.

Although the weekly supplements of newspapers in certain respects dis-
close more information on the background of the research, interviews with
expert secondary sources, even in the science sections, are used in only some
of the cases. For example, we found an expert citation in only 5 percent of the
reports in the science sections, compared with 50 percent found by Bauer
(1998) for the British press. The definition of citation or expert may differ
from the one we applied in our study (see note 2 on item 18), but this can
hardly explain the difference of 45 percent.

Furthermore, although research outcomes on risks and dangers seem to
have a high news value, and are mentioned regularly (in 10-15 percent of the
reports), we found that these themes are not really discussed. In most cases,
possible risks or dangers are only mentioned, without further evaluation or
clarification provided (cf. Caljé 1990; Gutteling 1997; Gutteling et al. 1991;
Postgate 1995).

These observations on reports of scientific research bring us to our main
conclusion:Dutch newspapers show a relatively high attention to scientific
research, but little information is given on research backgrounds and meth-
odological aspects of the research project. The relevance of the findings is
hardly discussed.

This conclusion can be articulated when related to information we gath-
ered from subsequent interviews with ten editors and journalists of five
national and five regional Dutch newspapers. By means of these interviews,
we tried to find out how journalists feel about and experiencethe problem of
reportingon scientific research. The editorial staff saw reports on research
for the most part asordinary news, only occasionally worthwhile to report on
the front page. The handling of such a report is generally more focused on
news valuethan on scientific aspects like correctness or completeness (see
also Weigold 2001; Willems, De Bruin, and Lürsen 1998). They see these
other aspects as more relevant for a science section or other supplements like
a health supplement, but from the content analysis, we learned that they are
hard to find there as well.

The interviews contained two perspectives on handling research out-
comes among journalists. In the first perspective, general news values are the
key criteria used in reporting. In this way, research is selected for the news
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section of the paper only if the report is interesting, understandable, and pos-
sibly funny for readers (“The higher the IQ, the less kissing”). The second
perspective focuses on the scientific value of research outcomes (see, for
similar differences in perspectives, Dunwoody and Ryan 1985; Gunter et al.
1999; Peters 1995; Salomone et al. 1990). The two perspectives are con-
sidered to represent the rather different cultures of journalistic and aca-
demic professionals. Nevertheless, we found editors of science sections also
applying some kind of scientific perspective (cf. Gregory and Miller 1998;
Nelkin 1987). Within this latter perspective, a research report is consid-
ered worthwhile when it concerns generally relevant and well-grounded
research. This does not mean that the criteria for relevant or well-grounded
research are alwaysproperly applied. For instance, one editor used funny
statistical rules of thumb and quasi-experimental reasoning to qualify most
reports on health research as “unscientific.”In general we found that even
in the science section methodological aspects of the research are hardly
thematized.

The journalists we interviewed made quite clear that what happens with
reported research outcomes generally depends on the interest and exper-
tise of individual journalists. In addition, distinct scientific disciplines are
treated differently. For instance, news from the social sciences is mostly
reported in the news sections and consequently lacks any critical approach
to methodological aspects. A higher standard is applied to news from the
natural sciences reported in the science sections. This appeared to be re-
lated to the educational background and tradition of the editorial staff, as
well as the Anglo-American scientific journals they monitor (cf. Esmeijer
1999).

In discussing the role of the media in relation to public communication of
risks of new technologies, Merkx, Van Dijck, and Rip (1999, 23) refer to
Nelkin, who found that accidents, the discovery of “dread-diseases,” and sci-
entific disputes dominate news on new technologies. Merkx, Van Dijck, and
Rip also draw attention to the “issue-attention-cycle,” that is, the increasing
and subsequent decreasing attention for a certain topic, related to journalists’
incapability to critically evaluate uncertainty. In our interviews, several jour-
nalists state that statistics and uncertainty are problematic concepts for read-
ers. As a consequence, we did not find more sophisticated statistical infor-
mation or probability thinking in our content analysis (see also Lichter and
Amundson 1996). From the interviews, we learned that for journalists,
reporting on scientific research means avoidance of complex information,
and from our content analysis, we found that also true for the science
sections.
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Appendix
Coding Frame

Identification feature

1. Newspaper title Algemeen Dagblad, Telegraaf, NRC Handelsblad,
Trouw, Volkskrant, Nieuwsblad van het Noorden,
Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant (PZC), Gelderlander

2. Weekday Monday-Saturday
3. Month January-May
4. Location in paper Front, page 3, regional pages, other news pages, sci-

ence pages/supplement, other supplement
5. Size of news report Small (two paragraphs or less), medium, large (one-

fourth page or more)

Journalistic feature

6. Author Press agency, staff editor (see list of names), nonstaff
journalist, unknown

7. Headline Res. Research or related term mentioned, not mentioned
8. Headline Ch/R Chance mentioned, risk mentioned, both mentioned,

neither mentioned
9. Report type Complete report, short report referring to continual

report, continual report
10. Genre Short announcement, report, interview, book review,

illustration/photo

Research information

11. Prominence Research is primary news fact; research is mentioned
in news story on other subject

12. Researchers Name researcher(s) or institute is mentioned; only
nationality mentioned; none mentioned

13. Publication Research published in book, research report, research
article, not published, unclear

14. Origin The Netherlands, Europe, United States and Canada,
elsewhere, international cooperation, unclear

15. Organization University, organization not related to university, both
(cooperation), unclear

16. Science domain Cultural sciences (literature, language, art, film, his-
tory, philosophy, theology, law); social sciences
(sociology, psychology, anthropology, educational
science, political science, management, economy,
communication); natural sciences (physics, biology,
chemistry, mathematics, geology, astronomy, agri-
cultural); medical sciences (medicine, health sci-
ences, pharmacology); technical sciences (civil engi-
neering, electrical engineering, materials science,
space travel engineering, computer sciences); envi-
ronmental science (quality of the environment)
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17. Research information Only research outcomes; design and/or methods
mentioned

18. Researchers Researchers cited: yes/no
19. Other sources Other researcher, pressure group, both, neither

Uncertainty aspect

20. Statistics Statistics used; only statistical terms used; empirical
research without numbers

21. Simple statistics Simple statistical quantities (mean, mode, percent) are
used: yes/no

22. Advanced statistics Quantities or terms like correlation measures, standard
deviation, significance, reliability measures

23. Risk/danger Risks or dangers are explicitly mentioned or discussed:
yes/no

24. Chances/benefits Chances or benefits are explicitly mentioned/discussed:
yes/no

25. Probability News report mentions results based on probability rea-
soning: yes/no

26. Illustration Statistical information; other information (photo, illus-
tration); no illustration

Notes

1. The circulations of the national newspapers areAlgemeen Dagblad= 320,000;De
Telegraaf= 795,000;NRC Handelsblad= 268,000;Trouw= 123,000;de Volkskrant= 328,000.
The circulations of the regional newspapers areNieuwsblad van het Noorden(Hazewinkel Press
company) = 180,000;Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant(Wegener Press) = 63,000;De Gelderlander
(VNU Press, nowadays Wegener Press) = 190,000.

2. The coding of the other thirteen items showed some differences. For these items, the reli-
ability has been estimated with Cohen’s kappa. We calculated the simultaneous agreement of the
three coders (cf. Lammers 1998).The results are evaluated with Landis and Koch’s (1977) rule of
thumb:

Item Kappa Landis and Koch

13 publication 0.81 almost perfect
14 geographical origin 0.86 almost perfect
15 organization 0.71 good
16 science domain 0.79 good
19 other sources 0.84 almost perfect
20 statistical information 0.68 good
24 chances, benefits 0.82 almost perfect
26 illustration 0.81 almost perfect
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Item 12 (identity of researchers) had a kappa of 0.58. According to Landis and Koch (1977), this
is reasonable. We decided to combine the first two categories that were problematic for the cod-
ers. After combining the categories, code differences disappeared. Items 17 (research informa-
tion) and 18 (researchers as source) gave disappointing results: kappa of 0.23 and 0.43, respec-
tively. For item 17, this was due to inadequate instruction for “attention to design and research
process.” Item 18 wants to differentiate between paraphrasing and quoting the research report
and consultation of the researchers. This was unclear in most cases. We discuss this point in the
results paragraph. With item 6 (author of the news item), the coders turned out to use different in-
structions.

3. In some tables, the number of reports differs from the total of 624 because of missing
values.

4. The index is a simple sum of scores on six items (information on researcher identity, publi-
cation mentioned, university background, consultation of secondary sources, mentioning risks,
and mentioning benefits).
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